Headquartered in Calgary with operations focused in Western Canada, **KEYERA** operates an integrated Canadian-based midstream business with extensive interconnected assets and depth of expertise in delivering midstream energy solutions.

Our business consists of natural gas gathering and processing, natural gas liquids (NGLs) fractionation, transportation, storage and marketing, iso-octane production and sales and diluent logistic services for oil sands producers.

We are committed to conducting our business in a way that balances diverse stakeholder expectations and emphasizes the health and safety of our employees and the communities where we operate.

**Strachan Gas Plant**

The Strachan gas plant is located 200 kilometres southwest of the city of Edmonton and is interconnected to Keyera’s Nordegg, West Pembina, Brazeau River and Ricinus gas plants. Gas processing services at the Strachan gas plant include inlet compression, gas dehydration, deep-cut natural gas liquids recovery, with railcar access and other related services.

The Plant receives its raw gas to process from numerous wells connected by an extensive network of pipelines. The Strachan gas plant is one of Keyera’s largest processing facilities and is seen as a strategic asset in its processing portfolio.
PLANT LOCATION

GPS - DECIMAL
52.226250, -115.176944

DEGREES
52° 13’ 34.5”, -115° 10’ 37.0”

LEGAL SITE DESCRIPTION
10-35-37-09 W5

FACILITY CONTACTS

General Manager, Operations  Bob Morrish  403-843-7113
Area Superintendent       Lyle Leadley  780-524-7017
Plant Administrator         Stacy Ingham  403-845-8176

MAILING ADDRESS
Strachan/Garrington Gas Plant
P.O. Box 2000
Rocky Mountain House, AB T4T 1B5
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